COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Governor
Patrick 0. Gottschalk
Secretary of Commerce and Trade

NOV 1 9 2008
November 18, 2008

Mr. A. Travis Quesenberry
Interim County Administrator
King George County
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200
King George, Virginia 22485
Dear Mr. Quesenberry:
I am delighted to inform you that Governor Kaine has preliminarily approved a $200,000
grant from the Governor's Opportunity Fund to assist King George County with the location of
Harris Teeter. Formal approval will occur when Harris Teeter finalizes its decision and we can
jointly announce this significant accomplishment for your community.
The Harris Teeter facility is extremely important to both the Commonwealth and King
George County, and we are hopeful that the Opportunity Fund Grant will encourage Harris
Teeter to make a favorable decision. You certainly have our full support as we work to this end.
If you are successful in securing this commitment from Harris Teeter to locate in King George
County, please notify Christie Miller at the Virginia Economic Development Partnership (804545-5805) so that the announcement of their decision can be coordinated with the company and
you. Governor Kaine has followed this project closely and would like to participate in the
official announcement if his schedule permits. If not, a mutually agreed upon joint press release
is the appropriate vehicle for the public disclosure of this project.
We would like to remind you that in accordance with the Governor's Opportunity Fund
guidelines, a performance agreement between the County and Harris Teeter is essential prior to
the actual payment of this grant. This item will be required when your payment request is
submitted.
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I want to thank you for your efforts inworking on this project to bring economic growth
to King George.
rel,

Patrick 0. Gottschalk
POG:kme
c:

Mr. Jeffrey M. Anderson

Virginia Economic Development Partnership
Ms. Christie Miller
Virginia Economic Development Partnership

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Governor
Patrick 0. Gottschalk
Secretary of Commerce and Trade

NOV 19 2008
November 18, 2008

Mr. A. Travis Quesenberry
Interim County Administrator
King George County
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200
King George, Virginia 22485
Dear Mr. Quesenberry:
I am delighted to inform you that Governor Kaine has preliminarily approved a $200,000
grant from the Governor's Opportunity Fund to assist King George County with the location of
Harris Teeter. Formal approval will occur when Harris Teeter finalizes its decision and we can
jointly announce this significant accomplishment for your community.
The Harris Teeter facility is extremely important to both the Commonwealth and King
George County, and we are hopeful that the Opportunity Fund Grant will encourage Harris
Teeter to make a favorable decision. You certainly have our full support as we work to this end.
If you are successful in securing this commitment from Harris Teeter to locate in King George
County, please notify Christie Miller at the Virginia Economic Development Partnership (804545-5805) so that the announcement of their decision can be coordinated with the company and
you. Governor Kaine has followed this project closely and would like to participate in the
official announcement if his schedule permits. If not, a mutually agreed upon joint press release
is the appropriate vehicle for the public disclosure of this project.
We would like to remind you that in accordance with the Governor's Opportunity Fun(
guidelines, a performance agreement between the County and Harris Teeter is essential prior
the actual payment of this grant. This itemw \ilh e required when your pa\ment request
submitted.

Mr. A. Travis Quesenberry
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I want to thank you for your efforts in working on this project to bring economic growth
to King George.
Srely

Patrick 0. Gottschalk
POG:kme
c:

Mr. Jeffrey M. Anderson
Virginia Economic Development Partnership
Ms. Christie Miller
Virginia Economic Development Partnership

COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200
King George, Va. 22485
Telephone: (540) 775-9181
Fax: (540) 775-5248

A.

TRAVIS QUESENBERRY, P.E.
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR

April 29, 2009

Ms. Sandra McNinch
General Counsel
Virginia Economic Development Partnership
P.O. Box 798
Richmond, Virginia 23218-0798
Re:

GOF Performance Agreement for Harris Teeter

Dear Sandi,
Enclosed are two completed copies of the Performance Agreement for the Governor's

Opportunity Fund Grant for Harris Teeter.
Thank you for your assistance with this project.
Sincerely,

A. Travis QuesenberryP.E.
County Administrator

VIRGINIA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP
P.O. Box 798 , 901 East Byrd Street
Richmond, Virginia 23218-0798
804.545.5600 . www.YesVirginia.org

April 21, 2009

Mr. Travis Quesenberry
County Administrator
County of King George
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200
King George, Virginia 22485
Re: GOF Performance Agreement for Harris Teeter
Dear Travis:
I have enclosed four copies of the Performance Agreement for the Governor's Opportunity Fund
Grant for Harris Teeter, as signed by the Company.
Please take the following steps:
* Ask the authorized representative of the County to sign all four copies at the place
indicated on page 8;
* Ask the authorized representative of the Authority to sign all four copies at the place
indicated on page 8;
* On page 1 on all four copies, please fill in the date that the last of the County or Authority
representative signed the Agreement;
* Keep two completed copies for your files - one for the Authority and one for the County;
and
* Return the other two completed copies to me. I will then forward a copy to the
Company.
Thanks for your help. Please call me if you have any questions or concerns.
Very truly yours,

Sandra Jones McNinch
General Counsel
Enclosures
cc:

Matthew J. Britton, Esquire (without enclosures)
Mr. Warren L. Hammer (without enclosures)

GOVERNOR'S DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY FUND
PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT
THIS PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made and entered into
as of this g
day of
/
, 2009, by and among the COUNTY OF KING
GEORGE, VIRGINIA (the "Locality") a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of
Virginia (the "Commonwealth"), HARRIS TEETER PROPERTIES, LLC (the "Company"), a
North Carolina limited liability company authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth,

and the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF KING GEORGE COUNTY,
VIRGINIA (the "Authority"), a political subdivision of the Commonwealth.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Locality has received a grant of and expects to receive $200,000 from
the Governor's Development Opportunity Fund (a "GOF Grant") through the Virginia Economic
Development Partnership Authority ("VEDP") for the purpose of inducing the Company to
purchase land and construct, equip and develop a warehouse and distribution facility in the
Locality (the "Facility"), and to create a significant number ofNew Jobs, as defined below;
WHEREAS, the Locality is willing to provide the funds from the GOF Grant to the
Authority with the expectation that the Authority will provide the funds to or for the use of the
Company, provided that the Company meets certain criteria relating to Capital Investment, as
defined below, and New Jobs;
WHEREAS, the Locality, the Authority and the Company desire to set forth their
understanding and agreement as to the payout of the GOF Grant, the use of the GOF Grant
proceeds, the obligations of the Company regarding Capital Investment and the creation of New
Jobs, and the repayment by the Company of all or part of the GOF Grant under certain
circumstances; and
WHEREAS, the Company's plans to purchase, construct, equip and develop the Facility
will entail a capital expenditure of approximately $101,011,517, of which approximately

$10,000,000 will be invested in machinery and equipment, approximately $4,000,000 will be
invested in the purchase of land, and approximately $87,011,517 will be invested in the
construction of a new building. The total capital expenditure of $101,011,517, less the
$4,000,000 allocated to the purchase of the land, is referred to in this Agreement as the "Capital
Investment." It is expected that 335 New Jobs will be created at the Facility. Together, the
Capital Investment target of $97,011,517 and the New Jobs target of 335 are referred to herein as
the "Targets."
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual benefits, promises
and undertakings of the parties to this Agreement, and other good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby covenant
and agree as follows:

Section 1.

Disbursement of GOF Grant.

(a)
GOF Grant: The GOF Grant in the amount of $200,000 will be paid by VEDP to
the Locality, upon its request. Within 30 days of its receipt of the GOF Grant proceeds, the
Locality will disburse the GOF Grant proceeds to the Authority. Within 30 days of its receipt of
the GOF Grant proceeds, the Authority will disburse the GOF Grant proceeds to the Company as
an inducement to the Company to achieve the Targets at the Facility. The Company will use the
GOF Grant proceeds for the costs of site acquisition or the costs of preparing the Facility site for
construction, as permitted by Section 2.2-115(C) of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended
(the "Virginia Code").
(b)
Timing: By no later than October 1, 2009, the Company will request that the
Locality request from VEDP the disbursement to the Locality of the GOF Grant. Within ten (10)
days after the Locality's receipt of such request from the Company, the Locality will request
from VEDP the disbursement to the Locality of the GOF Grant. If not so requested by the
Locality by October 10, 2009, this Agreement will terminate. The Locality and the Company
will be entitled to reapply for a GOF Grant thereafter, based upon the terms, conditions and
availability of funds at that time.
Section 2.

Targets and Definitions.
.

(a)
Targets: The Company will develop and operate the Facility in the Loc
make a Capital Investment of at least $97,011,517, and create and maintain at least 335 Ne
Jobs at the Facility, all by the Performance Date, as defined below. The average annual wage o
the New Jobs of at least $42,672 is less than the prevailing average annual wage in the Localit.
as of December 2007, of $59,082, but is more than the prevailing average annual wage in th
Locality of $27,996 after netting out the wages earned by employees and associateI
subcontractors of the Naval Surface Warfare Center in Dahlgren. Since the Naval Surfac2
Warfare Center and associated subcontractors represent only approximately 23% of the business
establishments in the Locality, but represent approximately 64% of total employment and
approximately 82% of total wages, their presence in the Locality significantly skews the
Locality's prevailing average annual wage rate. Accordingly, it is appropriate to net out the
wages earned by employees and associated subcontractors of the Naval Surface Warfare Center
when assessing the prevailing average annual wage rate for other business establishments in the
Locality.
(b)
Definitions: For the purposes of this Areement. the following terms shall hae
the following definitions:
"Capital Investment" means a capital expenditure in real property, tangible personal
property, or both, at the Facility, excluding the purchase price of the Facility site. Capital
Investment shall include, without limitation, the following: (i) the costs of performing all
necessary site work to prepare the Facility site for construction; (ii) the costs of constructing a
warehouse and office building, a returns building and a maintenance facility; (iii) the costs to
purchase and install the machinery, fixtures and equipment necessary for the Company to
construct and operate the Facility; (iv) the costs to purchase and install the information and

software systems necessary for the Company to operate the Facility; (v) the taxable value of
existing vehicles and trucks to be transferred to and garaged at the Facility and to be used in
connection with the operation of the Facility; and (vi) the value of new vehicles and new trucks
to be garaged at the Facility and to be used in connection with the operation of the Facility. The
Target for Capital Investment in this Agreement is $97,011,517.
"Maintain" means that the New Jobs created pursuant to the GOF Grant will continue
without interruption from the date of creation through the Performance Date.
"New Job" means new permanent full-time employment of an indefinite duration at the
Facility for which the standard fringe benefits are paid by the Company for the employee, and
for which the Company pays an average annual wage of at least $42,672. Each New Job must
require a minimum of either (a) 35 hours of an employee's time per week for the entire normal
year of the Company's operations, which "normal year" must consist of at least 48 weeks, or (b)
1,680 hours per year. Seasonal or temporary positions, positions created when a job function is
shifted from an existing location in the Commonwealth, and positions with contractors, suppliers
and similar multiplier or spin-off jobs shall not qualify as New Jobs. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, new positions created by the Company at any time after January 1, 2009 at its
Spotsylvania County transfer station in anticipation of the Company's construction and operation
of the Facility and which new positions are subsequently moved to the Facility by the Company
shall qualify as New Jobs. The Target for New Jobs in this Agreement is 33.
"Performance Date" means October 10, 2012. If the Locality, the Authority and VEDP
all deem that good faith and reasonable efforts have been made and are being made by the
Company to achieve each Target by the Performance Date, the Locality, the Authority and
VEDP may jointly agree to extend the Performance Date by up to 15 months. If the Performance
Date is so extended, the Locality shall send written notice of the extension to the Company, the
Authority and VEDP and the date to which the Performance Date has been extended shall be the
"Performance Date" for the purposes of this Agreement.
Section 3.

Break-Even Point.

VEDP has estimated that the Commonwealth will reach its "break-even point" in the first
year. The break-even point compares new revenues realized as a result of the Capital Investment
and New Jobs at the Facility with the Commonwealth's expenditures on incentives, including but
not limited to the GOF Grant. With regard to the Facility, the Commonwealth expects to provide
incentives in the following amounts:
Catepory of Incentive:

GOF Grant
Virginia Jobs Investment Program (Estimated)
Community Development Block Grant

Total Amount

$200,000
201,000
231,000

The Locality expects to provide the following incentives, as matching grants or
otherwise, for the Facility:
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Category of Incentive:
Cash Grant from King George County

Total Amount
$350,000

The proceeds from the GOF Grant will be applied to the purposes described in Section 1.
The proceeds from the Virginia Jobs Investment Program will be applied to the costs of
recruiting and training the Company's employees.
The proceeds of the Community
Development Block Grant will be applied to eligible costs associated with the construction of the
Facility and will be disbursed to the Locality upon receipt of requests for payment and copies of
invoices for such costs. The $231,000 in Community Development Block Grant funds to be
provided by the Commonwealth are part of a $700,000 Community Development Block Grant
that may be accessed for eligible costs at or near the Facility site. The first priority for use of the
Cash Grant from the Locality shall be to leverage the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds. If the entire Cash Grant from the Locality is not needed to leverage CDBG
funds, or a determination is made not to pursue CDBG funds, then the proceeds from the
Locality's cash grant will be disbursed to the Company to be used by the Company to pay the
direct costs associated with the necessary on-site and/or off-site improvements required to be
made by the Company in order for the Company to construct the Facility.
Section 4.

Repayment Obligation.

(a)
If Statutory Minimum Requirements are Not Met: Section 2.2-115 of the Virginia
Code requires that the Company make a Capital Investment of at least $2,500,000 in the Facility
and create at least 25 New Jobs at the Facility in order to be eligible for the GOF Grant. If the
Company fails to meet either of these eligibility requirements by the Performance Date, the
entire GOF Grant must be repaid by the Company to the Authority.
(b)
If Statutory Minimum Requirements are Met: For purposes of repayment of the
GOF Grant, the GOF Grant is to be allocated as $100,000 (50%) for the Company's Capital
Investment Target and $100,000 (50%) for its New Jobs Target. If the Company has met at least
ninety percent (90%) of the Capital Investment Target by the Performance Date and at least
ninety percent (90%) of the New Jobs Target by the Performance Date, then and thereafter the
Company is no longer obligated to repay any portion of the GOF Grant. If the Company has not
met at least ninety percent (90%) of either or both of its Targets by the Performance Date, the
Company shall repay to the Authority that part of the GOF Grant that is proportional to the
Target or Targets for which there is such a shortfall. For example, if by the Performance Date,
the Capital Investment is only $68,958,062, the Company shall repay to the Authority twentynine percent (29%) of the moneys allocated to Capital Investment ($29,000), and if by th
Performance Date, only 201 New Jobs have been created, the Company shall repay to th
Authority forty percent (40%) of the moneys allocated to New Jobs ($40,000). The New Jobl
component will be determined by comparing the anticipated payroll (335 New Jobs multiplied
by the anticipated average annual xvae of S42.672) to the actual numbers reported at th
Performance Date.

(c)
Determinationof Inability to Comply: If the Locality, the Authority and VEDP
shall reasonably determine at any time prior to the Performance Date (a "Determination Date")
that the Company is unable or unwilling to meet and maintain its Targets by and through the
Performance Date, and if the Locality, the Authority or VEDP shall have promptly notified the
Company of such determination and the Company shall have failed to provide the Locality, the
Authority and VEDP with reasonable assurances of the Company's ability and willingness to
meet and maintain its Targets by and through the Performance Date within thirty (30) days of its
receipt of such notice, the Company must repay the entire GOF Grant to the Authority. The
parties hereto acknowledge and agree that any determination by the Locality, the Authority or
VEDP of the Company's inability or unwillingness to meet and maintain its Targets by and
through the Performance Date may only be based upon tangible evidence of the Company's
inability or unwillingness to meet and maintain its Targets by and through the Performance Date,
such as the liquidation of the Company in a bankruptcy proceeding or the abandonment of the
Facility or the Facility site.
(d)
Repayment Dates: Any repayment required to be made by the Company
hereunder shall be due from the Company to the Authority within thirty (30) days of the
Performance Date or the Determination Date. Any moneys repaid by the Company to the
Authority hereunder shall be repaid by the Authority to the Locality and any such moneys shall
be repaid by the Locality, subject to appropriation, promptly to VEDP for redeposit into the
Governor's Development Opportunity Fund.
Section 5.

Company Reporting.

The Company shall provide, at the Company's expense, detailed verification reasonably
satisfactory to the Locality and the Authority of the Company's progress on the Targets. Such
progress reports will be provided annually, starting at twelve months from the date that the
Company receives the GOF Grant proceeds.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, the
Locality and the Authority shall treat all progress reports as proprietary and confidential
information and shall not disclose the same to third parties, provided, however, that disclosures
of such reports in the ordinary course of business to the Locality's constitutional officers or to
independent auditors or attorneys retained by the Locality and/or the Authority shall not be
deemed disclosures of such reports to third parties.
Section 6.

Notices.

Any notices required or permitted under this Agreement shall be given in writing, and
shall be deemed to be received upon receipt or refusal after mailing of the same in the United
States Mail by certified mail, postage fully pre-paid or by overnight courier (refusal shall mean
return of certified mail or overnight courier package not accepted by the addressee):
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if to the Company, to:
Harris Teeter Properties, LLC
c/o Harris Teeter, Inc.
701 Crestdale Road
Matthews, North Carolina 28105
Attn: Larry A. Cooper, Vice President of Distribution
with a copy to:
Harris Teeter Properties, LLC
c/o Harris Teeter, Inc.
701 Crestdale Road
Matthews, North Carolina 28105
Attn: Taryn G. Mecia, Corporate Counsel
if to the Locality, to:
County of King George
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200

King George, Virginia 22485
Attention:

County Administrator

if to the Authority, to:
Economic Development Authority of
King George County, Virgi
c/o County of King George
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite
King George, Virginia 22485
Attention:
Chairman

A copy of any notice sent to the Locality shall also be sent totheAuthority.

A cony

anynotice sent to the Authority shall also be sent to theT.ocali\'
Section 7.

Miscellaneou s.

(a)
EntireAgreenl/iw
Anandown: Tin:Agreement
itutesthe
Cne agreme
between the parties hereto as to the GOF Grant and may not be amended or modified, except in
writing, signed by each of the parties hereto. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. The Companymeni
not assign its rights and obligations under this Areementwithout he prior written consent of the

Locality, the Authority and VEDP.
(b)

Governing Law; Venue:

This Agreement is made, and is intended to b

performed, in the Commonwealth and shall be construed and enforced by the laws of the

Commonwealth.

Jurisdiction and venue for any litigation arising out of or involving this

Agreement shall lie in the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, and such litigation shall be
brought only in such court.
(c)
Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts,
each of which shall be an original, and all of which together shall be one and the same
instrument.
(d)
Severability:
If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be
unenforceable, then the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall, in the discretion of the
Locality, the Authority and VEDP, be voidable or interpreted as in effect as if such
unenforceable provisions were not included therein.
(e)
Satisfaction of Targets by Third Parties: The Locality, the Authority and VEDP
acknowledge and agree that any or all of the Targets may be met and maintained either by the
Company, Harris Teeter, Inc., a North Carolina corporation (the "Parent Company"), or any
other affiliate or subsidiary of the Parent Company.
[THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Performance
Agreement as of the date first written above.

COUNTY OF KING GEORGE,
VIRGINIA

By________________

4.

Name:
Title:
Date:

,4., .d
2009

/

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY OF KING GEORGE
COUNTY, VIRGINIA

By -2

qc,
.

Name:
\e
Title:
CrrrmaJ
Date: O2(1 2<(

,2009

HARRIS TEETER PROPERTIES, LLC

By
Title:
Date:

Y'
< \\

(

,2009
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GOVERNOR'S DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY FUND
PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT
THIS PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made and entered into

as of this z

t day of

2p,,

, 2009, by and among the COUNTY OFKING

GEORGE, VIRGINIA (the "Locality") a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of
Virginia (the "Commonwealth"), HARRIS TEETER PROPERTIES, LLC (the "Company"), a
North Carolina limited liability company authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth,

and the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF KING GEORGE COUNTY,
VIRGINIA (the "Authority"), a political subdivision of the Commonwealth.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Locality has received a grant of and expects to receive $200,000 from
the Governor's Development Opportunity Fund (a "GOF Grant") through the Virginia Economic
Development Partnership Authority ("VEDP") for the purpose of inducing the Company to
purchase land and construct, equip and develop a warehouse and distribution facilit
Locality (the "F
WHERI
Authority with the expectation that the Authority will provide the funds to or for the use of thCompany, provided that the Company meets certain criteria relating to Capital Investment.
defined below, and New Job,:
WHEREAS, the Locality, the Authority and the Company desire to set forth their
understanding and agreement as to the payout of the GOF Grant, the use of the GOF Grant
proceeds, the obligations of the Company regarding Capital Investment and the creation of Neil
Jobs, and the repayment b1 the Conpan of all or part of the GO GranIt under certain
circumstances; and
WHEREAS, the Company's plans to purchase, construct, equip and develop the Facility
will entail a capital expenditure of approximately $101,011,517, of which approximately
$10,000,000 will be invested in machinery and equipment, approximately $4,000,000 will be
invested in the purchase of land, and approximately $87,011,517 will be invested in the
construction of a new building. The total capital expenditure of $101,011,517, less the
$4,000,000 allocated to the purchase of the land, is referred to in this Agreement as the "Capital
Investment." It is expected that 335 New Jobs will be created at the Facility. Together, the
Capital Investment target of 597,011,517 and the New Jobs target of 335 are referred to herein as
the "Targets."
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual benefits. promises
and undertakings of the parties to this Agreement, and other good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby covenant
and agree as follows:

Section 1.

Disbursement of GOF Grant.

(a)
GOF Grant: The GOF Grant in the amount of $200,000 will be paid by VEDP to
the Locality, upon its request. Within 30 days of its receipt of the GOF Grant proceeds, the
Locality will disburse the GOF Grant proceeds to the Authority. Within 30 days of its receipt of
the GOF Grant proceeds, the Authority will disburse the GOF Grant proceeds to the Company as
an inducement to the Company to achieve the Targets at the Facility. The Company will use the
GOF Grant proceeds for the costs of site acquisition or the costs of preparing the Facility site for
construction, as permitted by Section 2.2-115(C) of the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended
(the "Virginia Code").
(b)
Timing: By no later than October 1, 2009, the Company will request that the
Locality request from VEDP the disbursement to the Locality of the GOF Grant. Within ten (10)
days after the Locality's receipt of such request from the Company, the Locality will request
from VEDP the disbursement to the Locality of the GOF Grant. If not so requested by the
Locality by October 10, 2009, this Agreement will terminate. The Locality and the Company
will be entitled to reapply for a GOF Grant thereafter, based upon the terms, conditions and
availability of funds at that time.
Section 2.

Targets and Definitions.

(a)
Targets: The Company will develop and operate the Facility in the Locality,
make a Capital Investment of at least $97,011,517, and create and maintain at least 335 New
Jobs at the Facility, all by the Performance Date, as defined below. The average annual wage of
the New Jobs of at least $42,672 is less than the prevailing average annual wage in the Locality,
as of December 2007, of $59,082, but is more than the prevailing average annual wage in the
Locality of $27,996 after netting out the wages earned by employees and associated
subcontractors of the Naval Surface Warfare Center in Dahlgren. Since the Naval Surface
Warfare Center and associated subcontractors represent only approximately 23% of the business
establishments in the Locality, but represent approximately 64% of total employment and
approximately 82% of total wages, their presence in the Locality significantly skews the
Locality's prevailing average annual wage rate. Accordingly, it is appropriate to net out the
wages earned by employees and associated subcontractors of the Naval Surface Warfare Center
when assessing the prevailing average annual wage rate for other business establishments in the
Locality.
(b)
Definitions: For the purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have
the following definitions:
"Capital Investment" means a capital expenditure in real property, tangible personal
property, or both, at the Facility, excluding the purchase price of the Facility site. Capital
Investment shall include, without limitation, the following: (i) the costs of performing all
necessary site work to prepare the Facility site for construction; (ii) the costs of constructing a
warehouse and office building, a returns building and a maintenance facility; (iii) the costs to
purchase and install the machinery, fixtures and equipment necessary for the Company to
construct and operate the Facility; (iv) the costs to purchase and install the information and
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software systems necessary for the Company to operate the Facility; (v) the taxable value of
existing vehicles and trucks to be transferred to and garaged at the Facility and to be used in
connection with the operation of the Facility; and (vi) the value of new vehicles and new trucks
to be garaged at the Facility and to be used in connection with the operation of the Facility. The
Target for Capital Investment in this Agreement is $97,011,517.
"Maintain" means that the New Jobs created pursuant to the GOF Grant will continue
without interruption from the date of creation through the Performance Date.
"New Job" means new permanent full-time employment of an indefinite duration at the
Facility for which the standard fringe benefits are paid by the Company for the employee, and
for which the Company pays an average annual wage of at least $42,672. Each New Job must
require a minimum of either (a) 35 hours of an employee's time per week for the entire normal
year of the Company's operations, which "normal year" must consist of at least 48 weeks, or (b)
1,680 hours per year. Seasonal or temporary positions, positions created when a job function is
shifted from an existing location in the Commonwealth, and positions with contractors, suppliers
and similar multiplier or spin-off jobs shall not qualify as New Jobs. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, new positions created by the Company at any time after January 1, 2009 at its
Spotsylvania County transfer station in anticipation of the Company's construction and operation
of the Facility and which new positions are subsequently moved to the Facility by the Company
shall qualify as New Jobs. The Target for New Jobs in this Agreement is 335.
"Performance Date" means October 10, 2012. If the Locality, the Authority and VEDP
all deem that good faith and reasonable efforts have been made and are being made by the
Company to achieve each Target by the Performance Date, the Locality, the Authority and
VEDP may jointly agree to extend the Performance Date by up to 15 months. If the Performance
Date is so extended, the Locality shall send written notice of the extension to the Company, the
Authority and VEDP and the date to which the Performance Date has been extended shall be the
"Performance Date" for the purposes of this Agreement.
Section 3.

Break-Even Point.

VEDP has estimated that the Commonwealth will reach its "break-even point" in the first
year. The break-even point compares new revenues realized as a result of the Capital Investment
and New Jobs at the Facility with the Commonwealth's expenditures on incentives, including but
not limited to the GOF Grant. With regard to the Facility, the Commonwealth expects to provide
incentives in the following amounts:
Category of Incentive:

GOF Grant
Virginia Jobs Investment Program (Estimated)
Community Development Block Grant

Total Amount

$200,0(`
201,0(
231,0(

The Locality expects to provide the following incentives, as matching grants or
otherwise, for the Facility:

Category of Incentive:
Cash Grant from King George County

Total Amount
$350,000

The proceeds from the GOF Grant will be applied to the purposes described in Section 1.
The proceeds from the Virginia Jobs Investment Program will be applied to the costs of
recruiting and training the Company's employees.
The proceeds of the Community
Development Block Grant will be applied to eligible costs associated with the construction of the
Facility and will be disbursed to the Locality upon receipt of requests for payment and copies of
invoices for such costs. The $231,000 in Community Development Block Grant funds to be
provided by the Commonwealth are part of a $700,000 Community Development Block Grant
that may be accessed for eligible costs at or near the Facility site. The first priority for use of the
Cash Grant from the Locality shall be to leverage the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds. If the entire Cash Grant from the Locality is not needed to leverage CDBG
funds, or a determination is made not to pursue CDBG funds, then the proceeds from the
Locality's cash grant will be disbursed to the Company to be used by the Company to pay the
direct costs associated with the necessary on-site and/or off-site improvements required to be
made by the Company in order for the Company to construct the Facility.
Section 4.

Repayment Obligation.

(a)
IfStatutory Minimum Requirements are Not Met: Section 2.2-115 of the Virginia
Code requires that the Company make a Capital Investment of at least $2,500,000 in the Facility
and create at least 25 New Jobs at the Facility in order to be eligible for the GOF Grant. If the
Company fails to meet either of these eligibility requirements by the Performance Date, the
entire GOF Grant must be repaid by the Company to the Authority.
(b)
If Statutory Minimum Requirements are Met: For purposes of repayment of the
GOF Grant, the GOF Grant is to be allocated as $100,000 (50%) for the Company's Capital
Investment Target and $100,000 (50%) for its New Jobs Target. If the Company has met at least
ninety percent (90%) of the Capital Investment Target by the Performance Date and at least
ninety percent (90%) of the New Jobs Target by the Performance Date, then and thereafter the
Company is no longer obligated to repay any portion of the GOF Grant. If the Company has not
met at least ninety percent (90%) of either or both of its Targets by the Performance Date, the
Company shall repay to the Authority that part of the GOF Grant that is proportional to the
Target or Targets for which there is such a shortfall. For example, if by the Performance Date,
the Capital Investment is only $68,958,062, the Company shall repay to the Authority twentynine percent (29%) of the moneys allocated to Capital Investment ($29,000), and if by the
Performance Date, only 201 New Jobs have been created, the Company shall repay to the
Authority forty percent (40%) of the moneys allocated to New Jobs ($40,000). The New Jobs
component will be determined by comparing the anticipated payroll (335 New Jobs multiplied
by the anticipated average annual wage of $42,672) to the actual numbers reported at the
Performance Date.
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(c)
Determination of Inability to Comply: If the Locality, the Authority and VEDP
shall reasonably determine at any time prior to the Performance Date (a "Determination Date")
that the Company is unable or unwilling to meet and maintain its Targets by and through the
Performance Date, and if the Locality, the Authority or VEDP shall have promptly notified the
Company of such determination and the Company shall have failed to provide the Locality, the
Authority and VEDP with reasonable assurances of the Company's ability and willingness to
meet and maintain its Targets by and through the Performance Date within thirty (30) days of its
receipt of such notice, the Company must repay the entire GOF Grant to the Authority. The
parties hereto acknowledge and agree that any determination by the Locality, the Authority or
VEDP of the Company's inability or unwillingness to meet and maintain its Targets by and
through the Performance Date may only be based upon tangible evidence of the Company's
inability or unwillingness to meet and maintain its Targets by and through the Performance Date,
such as the liquidation of the Company in a bankruptcy proceeding or the abandonment of the
Facility or the Facility site.
(d)
Repayment Dates: Any repayment required to be made by the Company
hereunder shall be due from the Company to the Authority within thirty (30) days of the
Performance Date or the Determination Date. Any moneys repaid by the Company to the
Authority hereunder shall be repaid by the Authority to the Locality and any such moneys shall
be repaid by the Locality, subject to appropriation, promptly to VEDP for redeposit into the
Governor's Development Opportunity Fund.
Section 5.

Company Reportingz.

The Company shall provide, at the Company's expense, detailed verification reasonably
satisfactory to the Locality and the Authority of the Company's progress on the Targets. Such
progress reports will be provided annually, starting at twelve months from the date that the
Company receives the GOF Grant proceeds. To the extent permitted by applicable law, the
Locality and the Authority shall treat all progress reports as proprietary and confidential
information and shall not disclose the same to third parties, provided, however, that disclosures
of such reports in the ordinary course of business to the Locality's constitutional officers or to
independent auditors or attorneys retained by the Locality and/or the Authority shall not be
deemed disclosures of such reports to third parties.
Section 6.

Notices.

Any notices required or permitted under this Agreement shall be given in writing, and
shall be deemed to be received upon receipt or refusal after mailing of the same in the United
States Mail by certified mail, postage fully pre-paid or by overnight courier (refusal shall mean
return of certified mail or overnight courier package not accepted by the addressee):
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if to the Company, to:
Harris Teeter Properties, LLC
c/o Harris Teeter, Inc.
701 Crestdale Road
Matthews, North Carolina 28105
Attn: Larry A. Cooper, Vice President of Distribution
with a copy to:
Harris Teeter Properties, LLC
c/o Harris Teeter, Inc.
701 Crestdale Road
Matthews, North Carolina 28105
Attn: Taryn G. Mecia, Corporate Counsel
if to the Locality, to:
County of King George
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200

King George, Virginia 22485
Attention:

County Administrator

if to the Authority, to:
Economic Development Authority of
King George County, Virginia
c/o County of King George
10459 Courthouse Drive, Suite 200
King George, Virginia 22485
Attention:
Chairman
A copy of any notice sent to the Locality shall also be sent to the Authority. A copy of
any notice sent to the Authority shall also be sent to the Locality.
Section 7.

Miscellaneous.

(a)
Entire Agreement; Amendments: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement
between the parties hereto as to the GOF Grant and may not be amended or modified, except in
writing, signed by each of the parties hereto. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. The Company may
not assign its rights and obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the
Locality, the Authority and VEDP.
(b)
Governing Law; Venue: This Agreement is made, and is intended to be
performed, in the Commonwealth and shall be construed and enforced by the laws of the
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Commonwealth. Jurisdiction and venue for any litigation arising out of or involving this
Agreement shall lie in the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, and such litigation shall be
brought only in such court.
(c)
Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts,
each of which shall be an original, and all of which together shall be one and the same
instrument.
(d)
Severability: If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be
unenforceable, then the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall, in the discretion of the
Locality, the Authority and VEDP, be voidable or interpreted as in effect as if such
unenforceable provisions were not included therein.
(e)
Satisfaction of Targets by Third Parties: The Locality, the Authority and VEDP
acknowledge and agree that any or all of the Targets may be met and maintained either by the
Company, Harris Teeter, Inc., a North Carolina corporation (the "Parent Company"), or any
other affiliate or subsidiary of the Parent Company.
[THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Performance
Agreement as of the date first written above.

COUNTY OF KING GEORGE,
VIRGINIA

By
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Title:
Date:
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY OF KING GEORGE
COUNTY, VIRGINIA

By_
Name: _

Title:
Date:

_
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, 2009

HARRIS TEETER PROPERTIES, LLC

By
Title:
Date:
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